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 The book describes common difficulties after experiencing suicide reduction, such as beginning
to comprehend the loss of life of someone you care about and handling their estate, along with
matters more specific to people on the autism spectrum, such as for example overstimulated
sensory problems and difficulties with misunderstandings and miscommunication at an
currently chaotic time. Reaching out to fellow Aspies, Lisa Morgan proffers her insight and
assistance to ensure that others on the autism spectrum don't have to face suicide loss alone.
The book may also help those that aren't on the autism spectrum to understand how better to
help someone with autism who's coping with suicide loss, along with what not to do.Losing
someone to suicide can open up an environment of pain, dilemma and grief, and for people with
ASDs, the effect could be acute and intensely challenging.Written from a first-hand accounts,
this astonishingly honest book talks about the immediate aftermath, and how crisis responders
can help, and also the long-term implications of coping with suicide loss for folks in the autism
spectrum.
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This is a must for anybody who lost a person who either has or knows someone with autistic
spectrum disorder This book saved my life. This book has useful lessons for the initial responder
or any neuro-typical adult dealing with the public. My brain is hard-wired in different ways from
others, I am still human being, I'm simply different. I possibly could not figure out the finances, I
got lost looking for the County Tax Assessor office to improve the car name into my name (using
a Garmin Gps navigation that had taken me 2 hours in the incorrect direction), and every
accounts that I attempted to change from his name into mine backfired. I want everything
written down therefore i can process it afterwards after a stressful social interaction. Although
the grieving procedure is ongoing and frequently takes years to settle into a new normal, this
book is situated solely on her behalf first arduous season. Lisa's reserve gave me clarity into
myself that I never really had before. There is nothing farther from the reality. My empathy
overpowers me at time to the point where I end up shutting down out of self preservation. I never
had friends, also as a kid, and was the target of bullies in school, even in medical college (one of
my classmates stole my email and broadcasted a derogatory email as if I acquired sent it;
ironically, he hardly ever got in trouble for it back then). I am, however, an excellent physician due
to my focus on details because of my OCD (obsessive compulsive disorder). I work extra hours
researching a diagnosis in order to better deal with my individuals. My professional lifestyle is far
different from my personal existence, as I am in a position to draw an invisible range in the sand
between me and my individuals and their own families. Once I am off function, the invisible line
in the sand disappears and I am no more able to interact with people.We worked to settle the
bills, while my hubby (who cannot work because of disabling back pain), did all the finances,
answered the telephone/mail/door, made the telephone calls, and did the driving. Everything was
in his name. We were wedded over 30 years, and he was my best and only friend. Carla (a friend
of Lisa's who is mentioned in the reserve and who wrote the forwards), works for TAPS (Tragedy
Assistance Plan for Survivors that I joined up with to attempt to form a connection with others
online), recommended I contact Lisa, who explained about her book. I came across it almost
difficult to try to find out the world without his interpreting it for me. I never really had friends as
a child, I have difficulty in any social/emotional conversation (I cannot interpret sociable cues,
nonverbal communications, or behaviors/intensions of others), I've anxiety and severe sensory
overload (I can't tolerate loud noises, particular smells, bright/flashing lamps, maintaining eye
get in touch with), my brain interprets everything literally (dark and white thinking), I've always
been a target for others to use/abuse me and, because of this, I make an effort to hide from the
world to avoid people/situations that produce me unpleasant or are confusing to me. I
discovered that I got to self advocate for myself, and to end allowing others to misuse, dismiss
or disregard me due to my limited social conversation abilities. Lisa shares her tale of strolling
down a difficult street of losing her spouse of 29 years to suicide. I was at my wits end, not
knowing how I was going to survive a later date in this confusing globe, I could not understand
anybody/anything, nobody understood me, and everything I did so was wrong.A miracle
happened. Earlier this season he took his lifestyle, and my life, in a way, finished as well.. The
author educated me about these disorders too, which trigger low self-esteem, and frequently
affect one's considering and activities. I feared I'd not be allowed to become a doctor easily had
whatever this analysis was, so I hardly ever told anyone except my hubby (who knew I had an
odd, quirky behavior). Some sites talk about that folks with autism spectrum disorder lack
empathy. Multiple accounts had been accidentally deleted by the businesses/utility businesses,
his and my email were both accidentally and completely deleted (by AT& This publication saved
my life. Very enlightening about Autism, and dealing with a loved one's suicide. This book was an



eye-opener for me regarding Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD). I learned that the nice intentions
of others tend to be not helpful, but instead distressing, to a person with ASD. I especially loved
the parts entitled, "Let Me Explain", where the writer discusses her requirements and emotional
responses from what others perform/say. It had been also very helpful for my, and my friend's,
depression and nervousness. For the first time in my existence, I don't feel just like I am crazy.
Incredibly insightful and raw, Lisa Morgan let's us into ... Amazingly insightful and raw, Lisa
Morgan let's us into her trauma and shares her coping skills simply because a woman on the
spectrum surviving a suicide loss. Five Stars A very good read the format is fantastic to follow
thru with all that happened. Thoroughly enjoyed the book Lisa Morgan is a very talented article
writer who shares her experiences very candidly here. As well as the five stars, can I give .. My
guess can be that LM will continue to grieve and grow, but there must be no regrets with how she
shared and handled the first twelve months of losing Paul. In addition to the five stars, can I give
a well deserved "atta female"? I don't provide five stars often so when I do it is typically for a well-
planned, well written literary work. An individual strand of HOPE is a powerful thing. The
publication was most likely intended as direct for other Aspie adults (or those on the autism
spectrum) in dealing with sudden reduction.. As an adult diagnosed with Asperger's Syndrome
when I was putting myself through medical college in 1996, there actually wasn't much
information out there about any of it at the time. I found myself rethinking times when I could
have already been more sensitive or supportive to others...(aspie and nt's) based on our different
method of receiving or expressing both spoken, written, or body gestures.. Before scanning this
book, I idea I was crazy, an alien who didn't belong to this world that i cannot understand or
easily fit into.. Find hope and curing with this honest and thought provoking find out about the
true life events A straightforward read that I came across beneficial to help those not dealing
with ASD to understand a little more of those who are.T), my insurance provider accidentally
deleted an on the web Digital Locker file containing our personal house that took over 200 hours
to photograph our possessions with receipts and organize into folders. Her story is among great
sadness and several trials....but one which ends with HOPE. This publication gets my kudos for
the honesty and bravery of LM who shared with us how she (an Aspberger adult) handled
thesuicide lack of her spouse, Paul. In addition to her initial reaction to the job readily available,
she clearly provides a map with suggestions about finding your method out from the maze, one
task, one step, 1 day at a time. Don't be fooled by the lead. I experienced no idea there were
others out there like me.Lisa gives this to family, close friends and others left out by the tradgedy
of suicide. Recommended read if you are searching for Wish in a difficult situation.
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